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Light 

Module Code: PSPR09NG | Physical sciences

Grade 1 Description

Students establish a cause and effect relationship between (a) the 
phenomenon of observing non-luminous objects around them and (b) the 
requirement that these objects get illuminated by light. They construct a 
pinhole box to collect evidence supporting their claim. Moreover, students 
investigate the effects of placing objects made with different materials 
(transparent, translucent, opaque) in the path of a beam of light to gather 
evidence supporting or refuting their prediction. In addition, students 
explore the formation of shadows by opaque objects. Finally, students 
take up a design challenge to build a device that uses light to 
communicate over a distance.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer

Performance Expectation(s):
1-PS4-2. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that objects
can be seen only when illuminated.
1-PS4-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to determine the effect of placing
objects made with different materials in the
path of a beam of light.
1-PS4-4. Use tools and materials to design and build a device that uses light or
sound to solve the problem of
communicating over a distance.

Activities in the module:
PSPR09YS051-What makes things visible to us?
PSPR09YS052-Identifying transparent, translucent and Opaque objects
PSPR09YS053-Interaction of light with different materials
PSPR09YS054-How to bend the light?
PSPR09YS055-Design Communication System using Light

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Sound

Module Code: PSPR11NG | Physical sciences | Grade 1

Grade 1 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that by exploring the 
properties of sound, we can create fun and useful things. During the study 
of sound waves, students will develop their science skills through inquiry, 
prediction, observation, exploration, discussion and recording. Students 
will answer questions such as; What happens when materials vibrate? 
What objects can be used to communicate over a distance? Finally, apply 
properties of sound to build a device that solves the problem of 
communicating over a distance. 

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer

Performance Expectation(s):
1-PS4-1. Plan and conduct investigations to provide evidence that vibrating
materials can make sound and that sound can
make materials vibrate.
1-PS4-4. Use tools and materials to design and build a device that uses light or
sound to solve the problem of
communicating over a distance.

Activities in the module:
PSPR11YS056-How is the sound produced?
PSPR11YS369-What effect does the sound have on nearby objects?
PSPR11YS057-Explore different musical instruments
PSPR11YS058-Design Communication System using Sound
PSPR11YS369-What effect does the sound have on nearby objects?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Biomimicry

Module Code: LSPR05NG | Life Sciences | Grade 1

Grade 1 Description

Students learn about biomimicry. And understand how biomimicry has 
resulted in many innovative products, such as, streamline shape of birds 
that inspired humans to design aircraft. They also learn how engineers 
often imitate nature in the design of innovative new products by design 
their own model of glider inspired by birds. Students also demonstrate 
their knowledge of biomimicry by practising brainstorming and designing 
a new product based on what they know about animals and nature.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
1-LS1-1. Use materials to design a solution to a human problem by mimicking how
plants and/or animals use their external
parts to help them survive, grow, and meet their needs.*

Activities in the module:
LSPR05YS028-Introduction to Biomimicry
LSPR05YS029-How birds inspire flight?
LSPR05YS030-Different types of birds?
LSPR05YS031-My first glider!
LSPR05YS032-Project: Mimicking nature's design!

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Plants and Animals

Module Code: LSPR12NG | Life Sciences | Grade 1

Grade 1 Description

Students models 3D animals and their young ones. Students compare how 
animals are similar and different from each other. Students also find out if 
all animal babies look like their parents? As a part of investigations, 
students grow plants and understand the features of the plants.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits

Performance Expectation(s):
1-LS3-1. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that young
plants and animals are like, but not exactly
like, their parents.

Activities in the module:
LSPR12YS066-Animal jigsaw puzzle
LSPR12YS067-Are parents and their young ones alike?
LSPR12YS068-Plant jigsaw puzzle
LSPR12YS069-What is similar in plants?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Patterns in the Sky

Module Code: ESPR13NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 1

Grade 1 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that the Sun, Moon, and stars 
change position in the sky in fun ways to watch and predict. Students 
develop a model of the Sun’s daily path across the sky, then use this 
model to help someone who’s lost. Students also use a model to 
investigate why the stars are visible at night but disappear when the Sun 
comes out during the day.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe

Performance Expectation(s):
1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the sun, moon, and stars to describe patterns that
can be predicted.
1-ESS1-2. Make observations at different times of year to relate the amount of
daylight to the time of year.

Activities in the module:
ESPR13YS070-The apparent movement of the Sun in the sky
ESPR13YS071-Construct a constellation viewer
ESPR13YS072-Why are stars only visible during the night?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Material Properties

Module Code: PSPR14NG | Physical sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

This module develops the idea that by taking advantage of the properties 
of materials, we can solve many problems in our lives. Students will 
develop an appreciation for the man-made materials of everyday objects 
and learn to recognize that those materials are chosen based on their 
properties. Through hands-on investigation, students will explore the 
material properties. The module ends with a design challenge where 
students can choose the right materials to design a sailboat.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
2-PS1-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds
of materials by their observable
properties.
2-PS1-2. Analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine
which materials have the properties that are best suited for an intended purpose.*

Activities in the module:
PSPR14YS073-Classify objects based on their observable properties
PSPR14YS074-Testing Materials to Learn About Their Properties
PSPR14YS075-Which is the best material for cleaning?
PSPR14YS076-Are all liquids alike?
PSPR14YS077-Will it float or sink?
PSPR14YS078-Design a boat

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Building blocks

Module Code: PSPR15NG | Physical sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

In this module, students use different blocks and model structures of their 
choice and learn how an object made of a small set of pieces can be 
disassembled and made into a new object.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
2-PS1-3. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account of how an
object made of a small set of pieces can be
disassembled and made into a new object.

Activities in the module:
PSPR15YS079-Can same parts make different objects?
PSPR15YS080-Construct a tower
PSPR15YS081-Design a Bridge

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Make a Candle

Module Code: PSPR16NG | Physical sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

Students investigate the changes that result from heating and cooling 
material like candle wax that can melt and solidify repeatedly and the 
changes that occur when the ingredients in baking powder react, which 
are not reversible.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
2-PS1-4. Construct an argument with evidence that some changes caused by
heating or cooling can be reversed and some
cannot.

Activities in the module:
PSPR16YS082-Heating and cooling butter
PSPR16YS083-Creating bubbles in baking soda by adding hot and cold water
PSPR16YS084-Heating and cooling wax

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Sprout and Grow

Module Code: LSPR17NG | Life Sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

This module helps students to investigate how plants need water and 
sunlight to grow. In the three-part activity, learn to grow plants. Three to 
seven days later, students compare the seedlings and then watch what 
happens when all are placed in sunlight. 

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
2-LS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to determine if plants need sunlight
and water to grow.

Activities in the module:
LSPR17YS371-Grow a Plant
LSPR17YS087-What are the favourable conditions for growing a plant?
LSPR17YS088-Effect of sunlight on the growth of plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Habitats

Module Code: LSPR18NG | Life Sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

This module helps students develop a sense of wonder for biodiversity: the 
sheer range and variety of animals found on earth. Students gain 
practical experience in identifying animals and sorting them into groups. 
This module introduces two critically important concepts in biology: 
“habitat” and “species,” foundational concepts which will be revisited and 
refined at higher grade levels.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS4: Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity

Performance Expectation(s):
2-LS4-1. Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life
in different habitats.

Activities in the module:
LSPR18YS094-Design a forest habitat
LSPR18YS095-Which animals and plant survive in forest habitat?
LSPR18YS096-Design a polar habitat
LSPR18YS097-Which animals and plant survive in polar habitat?
LSPR18YS098-How is forest habitat and polar habitat different?
LSPR18YS099-Classification of animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Erosion by Water

Module Code: ESPR19NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that water is a powerful 
force that reshapes the earth’s surface. Students see that water isn’t just 
something we drink. It carries sand to create beaches, carves out canyons 
and valleys.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe
ESS2: Earth’s Systems

Performance Expectation(s):
2-ESS1-1. Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth
events can occur quickly or slowly.
2-ESS2-1. Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water
from changing the shape of the land.*

Activities in the module:
ESPR19YS100-Land erosion
ESPR19YS101-Erosion engineering

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Ball launcher 
Challenge

Module Code: EDPR20NG | Engineering Design | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

In this is a fun Engineering Challenge, students build a device to launch a 
ball as far as possible, but they also have to build another device to catch 
it! This module is a great way to learn about the engineering design 
process.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ETS1: Engineering Design

Performance Expectation(s):
K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a
situation people want to change to define a
simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or
improved object or tool.

Activities in the module:
EDPR20YS102-Construct a simple trebuchet
EDPR20YS103-Ball launcher challenge

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Exploring Forces

Module Code: PSPR21NG | Physical sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

This module helps students develop their first concept of “force” and the 
idea that by playing with forces and thinking about them, we can 
accomplish a surprisingly big thing. Series of activities help students to 
learn about the effects of forces.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
3-PS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of
balanced and unbalanced forces on the
motion of an object.

Activities in the module:
PSPR21YS104-What is a push and a pull?
PSPR21YS105-What changes can a force make?
PSPR21YS106-What makes an object move?
PSPR21YS107-How is strength of a force related to the speed of an object?
PSPR21YS108-How much weight can your paper bridge hold?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Paint Pendulum

Module Code: PSPR22NG | Physical sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

This module helps students to learn about the forces of motion with a new 
painting technique by exchanging the paintbrush for a swinging 
pendulum. Engineer a paint pendulum, complete with a paint bottle holder. 
Practice the swing and create vibrant spiral art, where every painting is 
unique.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
3-PS2-2. Make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to
provide evidence that a pattern can be used to
predict future motion.

Activities in the module:
PSPR22YS109-Design a paint pendulum
PSPR22YS110-Can we predict the future motion of a body?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Exploring magnets

Module Code: PSPR06NG | Physical sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

This module is all about exploring magnets. Students categorize different 
substances as magnetic or non-magnetic by observing the effect of a 
magnet on them. Through the series of investigations, students learn to 
identify the poles of a magnet using a compass and observe the magnets' 
repulsion and attraction force and learn more about their properties. 
Students also discuss uses for magnets and brainstorm examples of 
magnets in use in their everyday lives.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
3-PS2-3. Ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electric or
magnetic interactions between two
objects not in contact with each other.
3-PS2-4. Define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying scientific
ideas about magnets.*

Activities in the module:
PSPR06YS033-Sorting magnetic and non-magnetic materials
PSPR06YS034-How does this helicopter suspend in the air?
PSPR06YS035-How do magnets interact?
PSPR06YS036-Identify the poles of a magnet
PSPR06YS037-Which magnet is stronger?
PSPR06YS038-Design a magnetic lock

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Life cycle

Module Code: LSPR23NG | Life Sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

This module helps to learn the lifecycle of various animals and plants. 
Students will learn the life cycles of many different insects, mammals, 
amphibians, and plants as they connect these colour-coded cards.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
3-LS1-1. Develop models to describe that organisms have unique and diverse life
cycles but all have in common birth,
growth, reproduction, and death.

Activities in the module:
LSPR23YS111-Model life cycle of animals
LSPR23YS112-Compare the life cycles of animals
LSPR23YS113-Model life cycle of plants
LSPR23YS114-Compare the life cycles of plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Camouflage

Module Code: LSPR24NG | Life Sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

Imagine that you are in a forest and suddenly spotted a tiger near you. 
What will you do to hide from it? Here comes the importance of 
camouflage technique. In this module, the students will learn its existence 
in nature, design and make their own camouflaged fabric by following the 
engineering design process.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS4: Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity

Performance Expectation(s):
3-LS4-2. Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in
characteristics among individuals of the same
species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing.
3-LS4-3. Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some
organisms can survive well, some survive
less well, and some cannot survive at all.

Activities in the module:
LSPR24YS115-Camouflage it
LSPR24YS116-Camouflage the animal
LSPR24YS117-Does skin colour of an animal play a role in survival?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Simple and 
Complex machines

Module Code: PSPR71NG | Physical sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

The series of investigation in this module will help to understand different 
types of simple machines, complex machines and their working.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
3-PS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of
balanced and unbalanced forces on the
motion of an object.
3-PS2-2. Make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to
provide evidence that a pattern can be used to
predict future motion.

Activities in the module:
PSPR71YS298-Inclined Plane
PSPR71YS299-Screw
PSPR71YS300-Lever
PSPR71YS301-Wheel and Axle
PSPR71YS302-Pulley
PSPR71YS303-Wedge
PSPR71YS304-Complex machine
PSPR71YS305-Design a complex machine

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Weather 
Instruments

Module Code: ESPR08NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 3

Grade 3 Description

In this module, students will investigate local weather and world climate. 
Through a series of activities, students will develop a basic understanding 
of how weather can be described in measurable quantities, such as 
temperature, wind, and precipitation. Students will use hands-on activities 
and real-time data investigations to study factors that affect weather and 
climate. As a part of the design challenge, students design a roof for a 
house to make it wind resistant.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS2: Earth’s Systems
ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

Performance Expectation(s):
3-ESS2-1. Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe typical
weather conditions expected during a
particular season.
3-ESS2-2. Obtain and combine information to describe climates in different
regions of the world.
3-ESS3-1. Make a claim about the merit of a design solution that reduces the
impacts of a weather-related hazard.*

Activities in the module:
ESPR08YS046-Anemometer
ESPR08YS047-Wind vane and wind sock
ESPR08YS048-Rain gauge
ESPR08YS049-How do wind patterns vary around a building?
ESPR08YS050-Study the annual variation in temperature at a few places
ESPR08YS236-Wind Proof House

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Energy 
Transformation

Module Code: PSPR25NG | Physical sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

This introductory energy module will encourage students to think about 
the energy that things need to move. Students will explore how energy 
makes things go, from powering vehicles to moving one’s body. Students 
will experiment with rubber bands to discover the relationship between 
how much energy is stored in a material and how much is released. 
Students also learn how energy can be transformed.
Students also explore how energy can be stored as height. In the activity, 
students release marbles down the ramp track to understand height 
energy and energy transfer.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS3: Energy

Performance Expectation(s):
4-PS3-1. Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object
to the energy of that object.

Activities in the module:
PSPR25YS118-Make a rubberband car
PSPR25YS119-Identify different forms of energy
PSPR25YS120-Transforming energy from one form to another
PSPR25YS121-Variation of energy with height

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Buzzing Circuits

Module Code: PSPR26NG | Physical sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

This module is all about exploring basic electric circuits. Through the series 
of activities, students engage in the science and engineering practice of 
making observations as they use batteries, wires, small light bulbs and 
light bulb holders to explore the phenomenon of electricity and learn the 
difference between an open circuit and a closed circuit.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS3: Energy

Performance Expectation(s):
4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts
energy from one form to another.*

Activities in the module:
PSPR26YS122-Design a circuit 
PSPR26YS123-Is it a conductor or an insulator?
PSPR26YS124-How steady is your hand?
PSPR26YS125-Design a burglar alarm

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Eye

Module Code: PSPR27NG | Physical sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

In this module, students discover the basics of how their eyes work and 
figure out some of the causes of vision problems. In the activity, Eye 
Model, students develop a working model of a human eye. They use a 
lens as a model of the cornea to explore how this lens's structure is 
related to the function of our eyes.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer

Performance Expectation(s):
4-PS4-2. Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and
entering the eye allows objects to be seen.

Activities in the module:
PSPR27YS126-Model of human eye
PSPR27YS127-What are the functions of pupil in the eye?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Encrypted 
Communication

Module Code: PSPR28NG | Physical sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

In this module, students explore how coding can be used to protect 
information. By using critical thinking, communication, and collaboration 
to design and build a code transmission system, Students work through 
the Engineering Design Process – to learn the value of rethinking and 
supporting multiple solutions.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer

Performance Expectation(s):
4-PS4-3. Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer
information.*

Activities in the module:
PSPR28YS128-Design a communication system
PSPR28YS129-Encoding and decoding

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Adaptations

Module Code: LSPR29NG | Life Sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

Parts of various plants in different climatic conditions need to be identified 
and put together to complete the 3D models. Pure logic and critical 
analysis is required to place the right part on the right plant. The activity 
not only evokes inquiry but also provides a perfect platform for group 
discussions and debates.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
4-LS1-1. Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external
structures that function to support
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

Activities in the module:
LSPR29YS130-How does structure of a plant support its survival in different 
climatic conditions?
LSPR29YS131-How desert plan survive?
LSPR29YS132-How animals adapt?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Erosion Model

Module Code: ESPR30NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

In this module, students explore five different forms of erosion which 
includes chemical erosion, water erosion and wind erosion. They rotate 
through stations and model each type of erosion on rocks, soils and 
minerals. They record their observations and discuss the effects of erosion 
on the Earth's landscape. Students learn about how engineers are 
involved in the protection of landscapes and structures from erosion. 
Students explore the past and present pattern of where volcanoes exist on 
the earth.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS2: Earth’s Systems

Performance Expectation(s):
4-ESS2-1. Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the
effects of weathering or the rate of erosion
by water, ice, wind, or vegetation.
4-ESS2-2. Analyze and interpret data from maps to describe patterns of Earth’s
features.

Activities in the module:
ESPR30YS133-What causes land erosion?
ESPR30YS134-Do volcanoes on Earth erupt at specific locations?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Mini Land Slides

Module Code: ESPR31NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 4

Grade 4 Description

In this module, students explore how different materials (sand, gravel, lava 
rock) with different water contents on different slopes result in landslides 
of different severity. They measure the severity by how far the landslide 
debris extends into model houses placed in the flood plain. This activity is 
a small-scale model of a debris chute currently being used by engineers 
and scientists to study landslide characteristics.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

Performance Expectation(s):
4-ESS3-2. Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts of
natural Earth processes on humans.*

Activities in the module:
ESPR31YS135-What causes land slides?
ESPR31YS136-How to protect houses from landslides?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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States of matter

Module Code: CSPR32NG | Physical sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

This module helps students develop the concepts of “substances” and 
“chemical reactions.” Students see that chemical reactions enable us to 
make new materials by transforming the ones we have. Students model 
the molecular structure of solids, liquids and gases. Students use baking 
soda, calcium chloride and other common substances to discover that 
when certain substances combine, a chemical reaction takes place, and 
new substances are formed. Students measure the mass of substances 
before and after melting, dissolving, and a chemical change to investigate 
whether the mass is conserved during physical and chemical changes?

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
5-PS1-1. Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small to
be seen.
5-PS1-2. Measure and graph quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the
type of change that occurs when
heating, cooling, or mixing substances, the total weight of matter is conserved.
5-PS1-4. Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more
substances results in new substances.

Activities in the module:
CSPR32YS137-How solids, liquids and gases differ at molecular level?
CSPR32YS138-Dissolving and Evaporation
CSPR32YS139-Compressibility of Matter
CSPR32YS140-Forming a Precipitate
CSPR32YS141-Chemical Reactions & Color Change
CSPR32YS142-Different Substances React Differently
CSPR32YS143-Exploring Baking Powder
CSPR32YS144-Conservation of Mass

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Sorting materials

Module Code: PSPR33NG | Physical sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

In this module, students explore and conduct tests to identify materials 
based on their physical properties. Students explore properties such as 
colour, hardness, reflectivity, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, 
response to magnetic forces, and solubility.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
5-PS1-3. Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on
their properties.

Activities in the module:
PSPR33YS145-Hardness
PSPR33YS146-Reflectivity
PSPR33YS147-Electrical conductivity
PSPR33YS148-Thermal conductivity
PSPR33YS149-Response to magnetic forces
PSPR33YS150-Solubility
PSPR33YS151-Conductivity of Liquids

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Gravity machine

Module Code: PSPR34NG | Physical sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

In this module, students apply the concept of gravity and build a gravity-
powered marble sorting machine that can sort large and small spheres .

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
5-PS2-1. Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on
objects is directed down. [

Activities in the module:
PSPR34YS152-Gravitational Force
PSPR34YS153-Sorting machine

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Hydroponics

Module Code: LSPR35NG | Life Sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

In this module, students learn that plants acquire their material for growth 
chiefly from air and water rather  than from soil. Students learn about 
hydroponic gardening and how plants do not necessarily need soil to 
grow. During this activity, students conduct an experimental investigation 
to determine if plants grow best using only sunlight and water or if soil 
somehow plays a positive role in their growth and development.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
5-LS1-1. Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth
chiefly from air and water.

Activities in the module:
LSPR35YS154-Grow the Plants
LSPR35YS155-Compare the Plants growth in various Conditions

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Food web

Module Code: LSPR36NG | Life Sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

This module on ecology helps students develop the idea that plants, 
animals, and fungi form a system of interdependent parts, with each part 
dependent on the other parts for its material nourishment. Using the 
model of the food web, students follow the flow of energy through the 
food web.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

Performance Expectation(s):
5-LS2-1. Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants,
animals, decomposers, and the environment.

Activities in the module:
LSPR36YS156-Predator and Prey
LSPR36YS157-Food Chains
LSPR36YS158-Food Web
LSPR36YS159-What if some animals become extinct?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Model of Day and 
Night

Module Code: ESPR02NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

This module helps students develop a new perspective on the world they 
are standing in. They will be given evidence that the Earth beneath our 
feet is moving through space, both spinning on its axis and traveling in a 
great orbit around the Sun. They will see how these movements account 
for the patterns we see in our sky. Throughout this investigation, students 
will in the process of inquiry: beginning with observations, debating a 
range of possible causes, and reasoning to possible conclusions.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe

Performance Expectation(s):
5-ESS1-1. Support an argument that differences in the apparent brightness of the
sun compared to other stars is due to their relative distances from Earth.
5-ESS1-2. Represent data in graphical displays to reveal patterns of daily changes
in length and direction of shadows, day
and night, and the seasonal appearance of some stars in the night sky.

Activities in the module:
ESPR02YS009-How brightness of a light source change with its distance?
ESPR02YS010-Differentiate between Earth's rotation and revolution
ESPR02YS012-Is it a day everywhere?
ESPR02YS013-Sun dial
ESPR02YS014-Is average day equally long on other planets as our's?
ESPR02YS015-How far is the moon?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Solar Water Distiller

Module Code: ESPR37NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that water is a vital natural 
resource, but it requires surprising ingenuity to find and maintain. Students 
use estimation and graphing to discover the surprising difference in the 
amounts of fresh and saltwater on Earth. Students also develop a model 
to explain how water cycles from the Earth’s surface to the atmosphere 
and back again.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS2: Earth’s Systems

Performance Expectation(s):
5-ESS2-1. Develop a model using an example to describe ways the geosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere
interact.
5-ESS2-2. Describe and graph the amounts and percentages of water and fresh
water in various reservoirs to provide
evidence about the distribution of water on Earth.

Activities in the module:
ESPR37YS160-Model a Solar Water Distiller
ESPR37YS161-Map Water on the Earth
ESPR37YS162-Make it Rain

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Recycle Reduce 
Reuse

Module Code: ESPR38NG | Earth Sciences | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

In this module, students expand their understanding of solid waste 
management to include the idea of 3RC: reduce, reuse, recycle and 
compost. Through associated activities, they observe biodegradation in a 
model landfill (composting), students design ways to sort different 
materials and learn to recycle paper.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

Performance Expectation(s):
5-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use
science ideas to protect the Earth’s
resources and environment.

Activities in the module:
ESPR38YS163-Sorting machine
ESPR38YS164-Bio-degradable & Non-biodegradable materials
ESPR38YS165-Make Hand made Paper
ESPR38YS166-Trash to treasure

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Earthquake Proof 
building

Module Code: EDPR03NG | Engineering Design | Grade 5

Grade 5 Description

In this module, students make sense of the design challenges engineers 
face that arise from earthquake phenomena. Students work as 
engineering teams to explore how engineers design and construct 
buildings to withstand earthquake damage by applying elements of the 
engineering design process by building their model structures. Students 
design, build, and test their model buildings and then determine how 
earthquake-proof their designs are by testing them on an earthquake 
simulator.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ETS1: Engineering Design

Performance Expectation(s):
3-5-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that
includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.
3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based
on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.
3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and
failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can
be improved.

Activities in the module:
EDPR03YS017-How do you measure the impact of an Earthquake?
EDPR03YS018-Design a tallest tower
EDPR03YS019-How strong is your structure?
EDPR03YS020-Construct your own earthquake simulator
EDPR03YS021-Which are the best Earth Quake Proof Buildings?
EDPR03YS022-Design your earthquake proof building

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Molecular Model

Module Code: CSMS39NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In the module, students build models of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, plus 
more than 20 different molecules. Students understand the difference 
between an element and a molecule.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS1-1. Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules 
and extended structures. 

Activities in the module:
CSMS39YS167-Elements and Compounds
CSMS39YS168-Molecules

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Chemical 
Reactions

Module Code: CSMS40NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students analyze and interpret data to determine whether 
chemical reactions have taken place. Then they use models to explain 
what takes place at the atomic and molecular scale during a reaction. 
They also apply what they learn about chemical reactions to such 
problems as designing useful products such as design a hot pack and a 
cold pack.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS1-2. Analyze and interpret data on the properties of substances before and 
after the substances interact to determine
if a chemical reaction has occurred. 
MS-PS1-4. Develop a model that predicts and describes changes in particle motion, 
temperature, and state of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added or removed.
MS-PS1-6. Undertake a design project to construct, test, and modify a device that 
either releases or absorbs thermal energy
by chemical processes.*  

Activities in the module:
CSMS40YS169-Explore Reversible Changes
CSMS40YS170-Explore Irreversible Changes
CSMS40YS171-Model Particle motion 
CSMS40YS172-Exothermic and Endothermic
CSMS40YS173-Hot and Cold Pack

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Polymers

Module Code: CSMS41NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

Every day, we use numerous products made of plastic. This module 
introduces the structure and properties of the polymer molecules that 
make up all plastics. Students first investigate the properties of the linear 
polymer in white glue and then add a cross linked to explore the 
properties of the resulting cross-linked polymer.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS1-3. Gather and make sense of information to describe that synthetic 
materials come from natural resources and
impact society.

Activities in the module:
CSMS41YS176-Making Polymers
CSMS41YS177-Bouncing ball
CSMS41YS178-Modeling Polymers
CSMS41YS179-The Impact of Plastics on Society

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Fan Car

Module Code: PSMS42NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

The module helps to re-discover the famous Newton's laws of motion. 
Students first construct a car whose working will demonstrate Newton's 
third law of motion. By active experimentation with the car as by the 
increasing weight of the car, students will deduce Newton's second law of 
motion wherein they will see that acceleration of a body is inversely 
proportional to its mass. When a paper is stuck on the car in front of the 
propeller, it stops moving, which initially seems counter-intuitive. Analysis 
of the forces eventually leads to an understanding of Newton's first law of 
motion.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS2-1. Apply Newton’s Third Law to design a solution to a problem involving 
the motion of two colliding objects.* 
MS-PS2-2. Plan an investigation to provide evidence that the change in an object’s 
motion depends on the sum of the
forces on the object and the mass of the object. [

Activities in the module:
PSMS42YS180-Model a Car
PSMS42YS181-Mass Vs Speed
PSMS42YS182-Balance of Forces
PSMS42YS183-Design a boat

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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DC Motor

Module Code: PSMS43NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

The module is a step by step procedure to make learners grasp the 
relation between electricity and magnetism. In the first step, the learners 
start with identifying the position of poles, then differentiating between 
them, and finally, the interactions between poles of two magnets. Next, 
they discover the link between flowing charge and the magnetic field, thus 
getting a hint at the origins of magnetism. Finally, using the acquired 
knowledge (and a little instruction), they construct a device that utilizes 
both magnetism and electricity to produce mechanical movement. They 
further manipulate various factors to observe how each modification 
affects the device's working and simultaneously confirm Fleming's left-
hand rule.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS2-3. Ask questions about data to determine the factors that affect the 
strength of electric and magnetic forces.

Activities in the module:
PSMS43YS184-Magnetic pole identification
PSMS43YS185-Linking Magnetism and Electricity
PSMS43YS186-Construct DC Motor
PSMS43YS187-Factors affecting the Speed and Direction of DC motor
PSMS43YS188-Applications of DC motor

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Electromagnet

Module Code: PSMS01NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students design electromagnets, which are a fundamental 
part of many electronic devices, like motors, loudspeakers, and hard 
drives. Students create an electromagnet with a simple coil of wire and a 
battery and explore whether an electromagnet's strength changes with 
the number of turns in the magnet's coil. Students also measure the 
magnet's strength by counting the number of objects the electromagnet 
can lift. Finally, students design an electromagnetic crane to separate 
steel from junk.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS2-3. Ask questions about data to determine the factors that affect the 
strength of electric and magnetic forces.

Activities in the module:
PSMS01YS001-Visualizing magnetic field around a magnet
PSMS01YS002-Magnetic Effects of Electric Current
PSMS01YS003-Make an Electromagnet
PSMS01YS004-Variation of strength of electromagnet with core
PSMS01YS005-Variation of strength of electromagnet with number of turns
PSMS01YS006-Variation of strength of electromagnet with electric current
PSMS01YS007-Electromagnetic crane
PSMS01YS008-Telegraph

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Mag Lev

Module Code: PSMS44NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students perform a series of investigations on magnets to 
discover their properties. Students also discuss the uses of magnets, 
create geometric shapes using magnetic repulsion and brainstorm 
examples of magnets in use in their everyday lives. They balance the 
magnetic forces and gravitational force to levitate a plastic stick in stable 
equilibrium.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS2-4. Construct and present arguments using evidence to support the claim 
that gravitational interactions are
attractive and depend on the masses of interacting objects. 
MS-PS2-5. Conduct an investigation and evaluate the experimental design to 
provide evidence that fields exist between
objects exerting forces on each other even though the objects are not in contact. 

Activities in the module:
PSMS44YS189-Magnetic Pole Identification
PSMS44YS190-Floating magnets 
PSMS44YS191-Geometric patterns
using magnets
PSMS44YS192-Levitation
PSMS44YS193-Factors affecting
levitation
PSMS44YS194-Relation between
magnetic strength and
number of magnets

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Energy Conversion- 
Roller Coaster

Module Code: PSMS45NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students build their small-scale model of a roller coaster 
and then analyze them using physics principles. They examine 
conversions between kinetic and potential energy and frictional effects to 
design roller coasters that are entirely driven by gravity. A class 
competition using different marbles types to represent different 
passenger loads determines the most innovative and successful roller 
coasters.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS3: Energy

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS3-1. Construct and interpret graphical displays of data to describe the 
relationships of kinetic energy to the mass of an
object and to the speed of an object.
MS-PS3-2. Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects 
interacting at a distance changes, different
amounts of potential energy are stored in the system. [

Activities in the module:
PSMS45YS195-Simple Roller coaster
PSMS45YS196-Roller Coaster

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Solar Cooker

Module Code: PSMS46NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students investigate thermal energy transfer between 
water samples of different volumes and temperatures. To start, students 
predict the results of mixing water samples of different temperatures. 
They then test their predictions through experimental measurement of the 
temperatures of the mixtures as they reach thermal equilibrium. Lastly, 
students explain their results by applying their understanding of thermal 
energy transfer. They also design, test and a solar cooker.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS3: Energy

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS3-3. Apply scientific principles to design, construct, and test a device that 
either minimizes or maximizes thermal
energy transfer.*
MS-PS3-4. Plan an investigation to determine the relationships among the energy 
transferred, the type of matter, the mass,
and the change in the average kinetic energy of the particles as measured by the 
temperature of the sample. 

Activities in the module:
PSMS46YS197-Design a Solar Cooker
PSMS46YS198-Factors affecting Solar Cooker
PSMS46YS199-Mixing Hot and Cold Water

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Galileo's Pendulum

Module Code: PSMS47NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

This module demonstrates how potential energy (PE) can be converted to 
kinetic energy (KE) and back again. Given a pendulum height, students 
calculate and predict how fast the pendulum will swing by understanding 
energy conservation and using the equations for PE and KE.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS3: Energy

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS3-5. Construct, use, and present arguments to support the claim that when 
the kinetic energy of an object changes,
energy is transferred to or from the object. 

Activities in the module:
PSMS47YS200-Pendulum model
PSMS47YS201-Pendulum with obstacle

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Waves: Light and 
Sound

Module Code: PSMS48NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students explore a series of activities of light and sound. As 
an introduction, students use a seismograph and observe wavelength and 
frequency and discover their relationship. Their exploration of waves 
continues through investigating vibrations and the production of sound 
waves. Using a guitar model, students create and observe different pitch 
notes and relate the sounds produced to the frequency of the vibrations. 
As a part of investigating the properties of light, students solve an 
intriguing puzzle game consisting of mirrors and images.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS4: Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS4-1. Use mathematical representations to describe a simple model for 
waves that includes how the amplitude of a
wave is related to the energy in a wave.
MS-PS4-2. Develop and use a model to describe that waves are reflected, 
absorbed, or transmitted through various
materials. 

Activities in the module:
PSMS48YS202-Seismograph
PSMS48YS203-Reflection
PSMS48YS204-Multiple Reflection
PSMS48YS205-Guitar
PSMS48YS206-Air Cannon

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Plant and animal 
Cell

Module Code: LSMS04NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students design a model of plant and animal cell. The 
model shows the structure of the smallest unit of any living creature 
capable of independent life, as seen through an electron microscope. 
Students will differentiate between structure and function in plant and 
animal cell organelles, including cell membrane, cell wall, nucleus, 
cytoplasm, mitochondrion, chloroplast, and vacuole. 

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS1-1. Conduct an investigation to provide evidence that living things are made 
of cells; either one cell or many
different numbers and types of cells. 
MS-LS1-2. Develop and use a model to describe the function of a cell as a whole 
and ways parts of cells contribute to the
function. 

Activities in the module:
LSMS04YS023-Model a Plant Cell
LSMS04YS024-Model an Animal Cell
LSMS04YS025-Compare plant and animal cell

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Respiratory 
system

Module Code: LSMS49NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students investigate how systems in their body work. 
Students model of the respiratory system which clearly illustrates the 
dynamic way in which our lungs and diaphragm function. 

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS1-3. Use argument supported by evidence for how the body is a system of 
interacting subsystems composed of
groups of cells. 

Activities in the module:
LSMS49YS207-Respiratory System
LSMS49YS208-Inhalation and Exhalation
LSMS49YS209-Model Diseased Lungs

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Eco System-Forest

Module Code: LSMS50NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students model a forest ecosystem to illustrate the 
concepts of food webs and ecological pyramids. Students will have a 
greater awareness of the ways in which energy, biomass, numbers 
transfer work to support life at each level of the food chain.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS2-3. Develop a model to describe the cycling of matter and flow of energy 
among living and nonliving parts of an
ecosystem. 
MS-LS2-4. Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes 
to physical or biological components of an
ecosystem affect populations.

Activities in the module:
LSMS50YS211-Food Chain
LSMS50YS212-Food Web
LSMS50YS213-Trophic Pyramid
LSMS50YS214-Flow of Energy
LSMS50YS215-Is the ecosystem sustainable?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Dragon Genetics

Module Code: LSMS51NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this activity, students create imaginary creatures, referred to as 
“dragons,” to explore the relationship between genes and inherited traits. 
Using dragons as a model, students learn how hereditary information is 
passed from one generation to the next and how the physical appearance 
of offspring is determined by the combinations of genes received from 
the parents. By the end of this activity, students will be able to 
demonstrate why two parents can produce offspring whose 
characteristics not only resemble those of the parents but also 
demonstrate individual variation.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS3-1. Develop and use a model to describe why structural changes to genes 
(mutations) located on chromosomes may
affect proteins and may result in harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects to the 
structure and function of the
organism. 
MS-LS3-2. Develop and use a model to describe why asexual reproduction results 
in offspring with identical genetic
information and sexual reproduction results in offspring with genetic variation. 

Activities in the module:
LSMS51YS216-Dragon Offspring
LSMS51YS217-Second Generation Dragon
LSMS51YS218-Mutation

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Movements of Sun, 
Moon and Earth

Module Code: ESMS52NG | Earth Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students take observations from their everyday life and 
build scientific models to try to understand how phenomena, such as 
changes in the moon’s appearance and seasons. Using a series of 
activities, students learn about phases of the moon, the formation of 
seasons and the occurrence of an eclipse.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-ESS1-1. Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe 
the cyclic patterns of lunar phases,
eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.

Activities in the module:
ESMS52YS219-Model Seasons
ESMS52YS220-Model Phases of moon
ESMS52YS221-Model Solar Eclipse
ESMS52YS222-Model Lunar Eclipse

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Formation of Rocks

Module Code: ESMS53NG | Earth Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students investigate the formation of rocks is an inquiry-
led module where students are supported through a structured approach 
to investigation. Students module the rockcycle and also layers of 
volcano.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS2: Earth’s Systems

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-ESS2-1. Develop a model to describe the cycling of Earth’s materials and the 
flow of energy that drives this process. 

Activities in the module:
ESMS53YS223-Analyse ways in which rock types change
ESMS53YS224-Simulate the conditions needed to produce a volcano
ESMS53YS225-How does lava flow and how do we record its movement?
ESMS53YS226-How do we check and record successive lava flows?
ESMS53YS227-Identify and explain rock  
formations around the world

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Oil Spill Analysis

Module Code: ESMS54NG | Earth Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

This module provides students with an understanding of the issues that 
surround environmental cleanup. Student teams create their own oil spills, 
try different methods for cleaning them up, and then discuss the merits of 
each method in terms of effectiveness (cleanliness) and cost. They are 
asked to put themselves in the place of both environmental engineers and 
oil company owners who are responsible for the cleanup.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-ESS3-3. Apply scientific principles to design a method for monitoring and 
minimizing a human impact on the environment.*

Activities in the module:
ESMS54YS228-Oil Spill on water
ESMS54YS229-Area of oil Spill Vs Time
ESMS54YS230-Oil Spill Clean up meathods
ESMS54YS231-Oil Spill on Land

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Wind mill

Module Code: EDMS55NG | Engineering Design | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

Students are introduced to renewable energy in this module, including its 
relevance and importance to our current and future world. They learn 
how wind turbines convert wind energy into electrical energy and the 
concepts of lift and drag. Then they apply real-world technical tools and 
techniques to design their aerodynamic wind turbines that efficiently 
harvest the most wind energy.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
ETS1: Engineering Design

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-ETS1-1. Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient 
precision to ensure a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific 
principles and potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may 
limit possible solutions.

Activities in the module:
EDMS55YS232-Renewable Resources
EDMS55YS233-Wind Mills
EDMS55YS234-Wind Mill Assembly
EDMS55YS235-Design a wind mill

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Seed Dispersal and 
Pollination

Module Code: LSPR56NG | Life Sciences | Grade 2

Grade 2 Description

This module develops the idea that plants are truly alive and face 
challenges every bit as dramatic as those of animals. Students will learn 
that plants have needs and reason from evidence to understand how 
plants meet their needs. Students learn conditions required for the plants 
to germinate, how seeds disperse and how flowers pollinate.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

Performance Expectation(s):
2-LS2-2. Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in
dispersing seeds or pollinating plants.*

Activities in the module:
LSPR56YS089-Design a seed that disperses better
LSPR56YS090-Testing seed dispersal
LSPR56YS091-How animals disperse seeds?
LSPR56YS092-Parts of a flower
LSPR56YS093-How animals assist pollination of flowers?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Symbols Formulae 
and Balalncing act

Module Code: CSMS57NG | Physical Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

Students will learn how to read formulas, count atoms, create and read 
chemical equations, and balance chemical equations using a hands-on 
activity with colour coded formulas cards.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
PS1: Matter and Its Interactions

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-PS1-5. Develop and use a model to describe how the total number of atoms 
does not change in a chemical reaction and
thus mass is conserved.

Activities in the module:
CSMS57YS174-Formulae
CSMS57YS175-Balancing act

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Yeast Respiration

Module Code: LSMS58NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students investigate if yeast is a living organism, also 
investigate respiration in yeast and conditions required for yeast to grow.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS1-5. Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for how 
environmental and genetic factors influence the
growth of organisms. 
MS-LS1-7. Develop a model to describe how food is rearranged through chemical 
reactions forming new molecules that
support growth and/or release energy as this matter moves through an organism. 

Activities in the module:
LSMS58YS026-Is yeast alive?
LSMS58YS027-How to make yeast cells thrive?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Circulatory 
System

Module Code: LSPR73NG | Life Sciences | Grade MS

Grade MS Description

In this module, students investigate how body systems in their body work 
together. Students model the respiratory system, which clearly illustrates 
the dynamic way in which our lungs and diaphragm function. Students 
also extend their learning by modelling the circulatory system.

Curriculum Connect
Disciplinary Core Idea:
LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Performance Expectation(s):
MS-LS1-3. Use argument supported by evidence for how the body is a system of 
interacting subsystems composed of
groups of cells. 

Activities in the module:
LSPR73YS210-Circulatory System
LSPR73YS310-Investigating Heart rate
LSPR73YS309-Circulatory system of various animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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